Individual differences in isoluminance values were studied in infants and adults using a motion nulling paradigm. Two luminancemodulated sinusoidal grating components (spatial frequency ¼ 0.25 cpd, temporal frequency ¼ 5.6 Hz, speed ¼ 22.4 deg/s) were superimposed and moved in opposite directions across a color video screen. The contrasts of the two components were traded off to determine motion nulls. Two conditions were used: red/black vs. green/black, and red/black vs. blue/black grating components. An eye movement based response measure was used for infant subjects, and an average of 308 trials per infant were obtained. As observed in earlier studies, the mean motion null values for infants and adults were highly similar in each condition. The standard errors of motion null values for individual subjects were very small. Individual differences among infants were also small, and were clearly measurable only in the red/black vs. blue/black condition. The close similarity of mean null values, combined with the small individual differences among infants, supports the idea that under the right circumstances mean adult isoluminance values can be used as a sufficient approximation to individual infant isoluminance values in studies of infant color vision. These circumstances are discussed and evaluated in detail. Ó
Introduction
Color vision can be defined as the capacity to discriminate among lights of different wavelength compositions on the basis of the difference in wavelength composition alone. Thus, in order to document color vision in an infant it is necessary to show that the infant can discriminate between two stimuli of different chromaticities that are isoluminant for that individual infant. To date the most common approach is to test the infant with the two stimuli set to many different relative luminances, in order to be sure to include at least one luminance pairing that is close to isoluminant for that particular infant (e.g. Peeples & Teller, 1975; reviewed in Teller & Bornstein, 1987) .
A potentially more efficient approach is to use mean adult isoluminance values to approximate infant isoluminance values. However, this shortcut is only justified if two conditions hold: mean isoluminance values in infants are close to mean values of adults, and true individual differences among infants are small. If an individual infant's isoluminance value is too far from the mean adult value, he or she will be presented with a detectable luminance difference at the mean adult value. Above-chance behavior at the mean adult value can then lead to an erroneous conclusion that the infant makes a chromatic discrimination, while in reality discrimination would be based on detection of a difference in luminance rather than a difference in wavelength composition.
Several early attempts to measure photopic spectral sensitivity curves in infant subjects (e.g. Dobson, 1976; Moscowitz-Cook, 1979; Peeples & Teller, 1978) suggested a general similarity of mean values between infants and adults. More recently, motion nulling paradigms (Gregory, 1974; Anstis & Cavanagh, 1983) have been used to estimate isoluminance values in infants for selected pairs of stimuli (Maurer, Lewis, Cavanagh, & Anstis, 1989; Teller & Lindsey, 1989; Brown, Lindsey, McSweeney, & Walters, 1995; Chien, Teller, & Palmer, 2000) . These studies have also shown a robust similarity between mean infant and mean adult isoluminance values. However, the data in all of these studies are too sparse to reveal much about the magnitude of individual differences in isoluminance values among infant subjects.
In the most systematic study to date, Bieber, Volbrecht, and Werner (1995) used a VEP-based flicker photometric technique to estimate an infant photopic spectral luminosity function. They found that with the exception of very short wavelengths, at which infant sensitivities were elevated, mean infant values were in close agreement with V 10 ðkÞ based on the CIE 1964 supplementary standard observer. The total variability, however, was large, with population standard deviations of 0.2-0.3 log units at each wavelength. Taken at face value, these data suggest that an interval of AE0.4-0.6 log units would be required to encompass 95% of the infant isoluminance values. If true, this conclusion would be in conflict with the second assumption above--that individual differences among infants are small. However, as was the case in the earlier studies, this study was designed to estimate group mean isoluminance values, and did not address the separation of true individual differences from measurement error.
In the psychophysical context, the magnitude of measurement error in an individual subject decreases directly with the steepness of the psychometric function, and inversely with the square root of the number of trials (Finney, 1971; McKee, Klein, & Teller, 1985) . In comparison to those of adults, infant psychometric functions are usually relatively shallow, and it is notoriously difficult to obtain large numbers of trials. Both of these factors make it difficult to estimate true individual differences among infant subjects. For this reason among others, there have been very few studies of individual differences among infant subjects in the vision context (but cf. Teller, Mar, & Preston, 1992; Peterzell, Werner, & Kaplan, 1993; Peterzell, Chang, & Teller, 2000) .
In sum, to date no study of infant isoluminance values has had the statistical power to separate true individual differences from measurement error, nor to address the size of true individual differences. Since the total observed variability among infant subjects can be large, it remains possible that using mean adult values to approximate infant values will introduce significant luminance artifacts in studies of infant color vision.
Goals
In the present paper we use motion nulling techniques with large numbers of trials per subject, in substantial groups of infant and adult subjects. Our empirical goals were three-fold. First, we wished to optimize the precision of estimates of motion null values in individual subjects, and to characterize the total sample variability in both infants and adults. Second, we wished to verify the similarity of group mean motion null values in infants vs. adults. And third, we wished to use test-retest correlations in combination with the total sample variability as a means of estimating the true individual differences within each age group.
In Section 4, we treat three additional topics. First, we develop a statistical criterion for specifying conditions under which the adult mean motion null value provides a sufficient approximation to individual infants' motion null values. Second, we discuss the possible sources of individual and group differences in motion null values. And third, combining these two topics, we emphasize the practical caveats and limitations that apply to the use of adult mean values to approximate individual infant values in tests of infant color vision.
Methods

Overview
The constant-mean motion nulling paradigm, described in detail by Chien et al. (2000) , was used in the present experiments. In this paradigm, two vertical sinusoidal grating components are superimposed and moved in opposite directions across a video screen. Each grating component (and therefore the whole display) has a constant space-time-average luminance and chromaticity. The contrasts of the two stimulus components are traded off against each other to find the motion null. Two conditions were used: red/black vs. green/black, and red/black vs. blue/black grating components.
Subjects
Infant subjects were 12-week-old recruited from the Infant Studies Subject Pool at the University of Washington. All infants were healthy according to parents' report, had no known family history of color deficiency, and were born within fourteen days of their due dates. Infants were tested for three to four one hour sessions on separate days within the week of their 12-week birthday (between the 78th and 90th postnatal days). Prior to testing, the parents were acquainted with the details of the experiment, and informed written consent was obtained. Data sets were excluded if fewer than 250 trials were accumulated, or if the observer's performance on easy trials (defined below) was less than 90% (the latter never occurred).
A total of 45 infants were tested: 17 in the red/black vs. green/black condition, and 28 in the red/black vs. blue/black condition. Data from 38 infants were retained: 13 in the red/black vs. green/black condition, and 25 in the red/black vs. blue/black condition. Seven infants were excluded for failure to complete the required number of trials and/or failure to return to complete the testing. A mean of 97 trials per day were obtained.
Adult subjects were lab personnel and graduate students at the University of Washington. All were between 19 and 35 years of age, had normal or corrected to normal vision, and were tested with untinted lenses. All subjects had no family history of color deficiency according to self-report. Adult subjects' color vision was tested with Ishihara Color Plates, FM 100 FarnsworthMunsell Color Test, and a modified Nagel anomaloscope. A total of 20 color-normal adult subjects were tested. Nine subjects were tested in the red/black vs. green/black condition, and all 20 in the red/black vs. blue/black condition. Written informed consent was obtained prior to testing.
One additional adult subject tested as deuteranomalous on the standard color tests, and her results were excluded from the analysis of motion null values. In the red/black vs. green/black, and red/black vs. blue/black experiments, her difference thresholds were 0.9 and 1.0 contrast ratio units respectively, and her null values were 44:7 AE 0:1, and 48:4 AE 0:4 contrast ratio units respectively (see below for definitions of contrast ratio units).
Apparatus and stimuli
The apparatus we used has been previously described (Thomasson & Teller, 2000) . It consisted of a Barco ICD 451 B monitor, calibrated by a PR 650 spectroradiometer, and controlled by a Mac IIci. The CIE 1931 x, y chromaticity coordinates of the red, green and blue video phosphors were (0.62, 0.34), (0.29, 0.61), and (0.15, 0.06) respectively. The blue phosphor had a peak radiance at about 450 nm, and fell to half height at about 420 and 480 nm. At the test distance of 38 cm, the monitor screen subtended 53 Â 40 deg. The stimuli filled the entire screen. Infants' eye movements were observed by an adult observer via an auxiliary infrared video system. Corneal reflections of the stimuli were not visible on the IR system.
The spatial frequency of each grating component was 0.25 c/deg, and the temporal frequency was 5.6 Hz (speed ¼ 22.4 deg/s). The spatial and temporal frequencies were chosen to be near the peaks of infants' spatial and temporal contrast sensitivity functions (Atkinson, Braddick, & Moar, 1977; Banks & Salapatek, 1978; Dobkins, Lia, & Teller, 1997; Rasengane, Allen, & Manny, 1997) .
Unless otherwise stated, values of V 10 ðkÞ rather than V ðkÞ are used to specify luminances because of the large stimulus fields used in the experiment, and because motion nulls under our conditions agree more closely with V 10 ðkÞ than with V ðkÞ (Chien et al., 2000) . For the red/black vs. green/black condition, the space-average luminance of the display was 16.8 cd/m 2 (15.9 cd/m 2 based on V ðkÞ). For the red/black vs. blue/black condition, due to the limited luminance of the blue phosphor, the luminance was 5.5 cd/m 2 (4.4 cd/m 2 based on V ðkÞ). In each case, the space-average luminances of the two stimulus components were equated according to V 10 ðkÞ.
In the red/black vs. green/black condition the color names red and green are used to designate stimuli with CIE (1931) chromaticity coordinates of (0.61, 0.33), and (0.28, 0.61) respectively. These two stimuli yield constant S cone excitation. In the red/black vs. blue/black condition the color names red and blue are used to designate stimuli with chromaticity coordinates of (0.62, 0.34) and (0.15, 0.06) respectively. Combining the two components, the space-average chromaticity of the display was (0.49, 0.43) for the red/black vs. green/black conditions, and (0.26, 0.12) for the red/black vs. blue/ black condition.
The contrast, C, of each grating component was defined as Michelson contrast; i.e. C ¼ ðI max À I min Þ= ðI max þ I min Þ, where I max and I min refer to the maximal and minimal luminances of each grating component considered separately. By this convention, the maximum possible contrast of each component grating is 100%. (However, specified with respect to the space-average luminance of the compound stimulus, the maximum contrast of each component would be reduced to 50%.) Notice that by definition, all contrasts described in this paper are luminance contrasts.
In each condition, the contrasts of the two components always summed to 1, and were traded off against each other to measure the motion null. The independent variable in these experiments is the contrast ratio: the ratio of the luminance contrast of one component to the sum of the contrasts of both components (i.e. 100C red =ðC red þ C green Þ, and 100C red =ðC red þ C blue Þ, for the red/black vs. green/black and red/black vs. blue/ black conditions respectively). In each case, a change of one contrast ratio unit corresponds to a 2% change in the difference in contrast between the two components.
To keep the infants motivated, and to establish that they were paying attention to the display, presentations of easy stimuli were randomly intermixed with the experimental trials. The easy stimulus in both conditions was a single high-contrast yellow/black grating moving either to the left or to the right. The observer's mean performance on easy trials was 99% (data not shown).
Procedure
Adult subjects were seated 38 cm from the monitor, and instructed to fixate the center of the screen. The subject's task was to judge the overall perceived direction of motion on each trial. The judgment terminated the stimulus, and the subject initiated a new trial.
Infant subjects were held in a vertical position by an adult observer 38 cm from the video monitor. The adult observer could not see the stimulus. The observer's task was to make a forced-choice judgment of the overall direction of the slow phase of the infant's OKN-like eye movements, observed through the auxiliary infrared video system. The time of stimulus presentation was unlimited but a trial usually lasted for several seconds. After the judgment was made, the trial was terminated, and a new trial was initiated. No corneal reflection of the stimulus was visible to the observer.
A mean of 522 trials per adult and 308 trials per infant psychometric function were obtained. In both cases similar numbers of trials fell on the rising portion of the psychometric function (see Fig. 1 ). Responses were scored by the agreement of the perceived direction of motion (or the judged direction of the infant's eye movements) with the direction of motion of the red/ black grating component.
Predicted null values
For both the red/black vs. green/black and red/black vs. blue/black conditions, the two grating components were equated in luminance by V 10 ðkÞ. Assuming that V 10 ðkÞ correctly describes the luminous efficiencies of the stimuli under our conditions (Chien et al., 2000) , and that motion nulls occur when the two grating components produce spatially modulated signals of equal amplitude in a luminance channel (Cavanagh, MacLeod, & Anstis, 1987; Teller & Lindsey, 1989) , the predicted motion null values would correspond to a contrast ratio of 50 in each case. Conversely, if the actual luminous efficiency deviates from V 10 ðkÞ under the conditions tested, the motion null values would also be expected to deviate from the predicted value of 50.
Data analysis
For each individual subject, the null value and its standard error (SE), se indiv , were estimated by probit analysis (Finney, 1971) . The mean of the individual SE, mean(se indiv ), is used to provide a quantitative description of measurement error.
For each subject, the standard deviation (SD) of the best-fitting cumulative normal curve, b, was also derived from probit analysis, and is used to describe the slope of the psychometric function. In practice we specify the slopes of the psychometric functions both in terms of b and in terms of the difference threshold (the contrast ratio interval corresponding to 1=2 the change of response from 25% to 75% correct), because both enter into the conceptual analysis. Numerically, the difference threshold is equal to 0.675b.
Mean null values, SD, and SE of the means were calculated for each of the four conditions of the experiment (two chromatic conditions Â two age groups). The SD of each sample of null values is denoted by s total , which includes both true individual differences, s true , and measurement error.
Split-half correlations, r, were calculated for each sub-condition of the experiment by splitting each individual subject's data into first and second halves. Infant data were combined across days and split in the middle of the entire sequence of trials, whereas adult data were the first and second halves of a single session. Standard errors and confidence intervals were estimated using the z transform method (e.g. Neter, Wasserman, & Kutner, 1985) . The Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula was used as appropriate to calculate r corrected --the correlation corrected for the reduced numbers of trials--in each half of the data in the split-half analysis.
Finally, classical test theory (Crocker & Algina, 1986 ) provides a method of estimating the magnitude of true individual differences, s true , from the SD of the sample, s total , and the split-half coefficient of correlation, r, of the sample. Under the assumption that true individual differences and measurement error are additive and independent,
Fig. 1. Individual psychometric functions for infants (left panels) and adults (right panels) for the red/black vs. green/black condition (upper panels) and the red/black vs. blue/black condition (lower panels). The abscissa shows the contrast ratio (100C red =ðC red þ C green Þ or 100C red = ðC red þ C blue Þ) of the test stimuli. The contrast ratio of 50 indicates the null value predicted from V 10 ðkÞ. The ordinate P red shows the proportion of the subject's responses that coincide with the direction of motion of the red/black grating component. Psychometric functions with three different slopes are shown for each group: the steepest, the average and the shallowest. Error bars represent the SE of the proportion.
As will be seen, in one case (red/black vs. green/black for infant subjects), the SE of the split half correlation was too large to provide a useful estimate of s true . In this case, s total was used to provide an upper bound estimate of s true . Fig. 1 shows examples of infant and adult psychometric functions for all four conditions of the experiment (two color conditions Â two age groups). As discussed in Section 2, the abscissae show the contrast ratio defined with respect to the red/black stimulus component, and the ordinates show the proportion of trials on which the subject responded in the direction of motion of the red/black component. A contrast ratio of 50 represents the expected null value based on V 10 ðkÞ. The error bars on the individual data points are SE of the proportion. The steepest, average, and shallowest observed psychometric functions are shown in each case. The curves are the best-fitting cumulative normal curves. The mean difference thresholds estimated from probit analysis are summarized in Table 1 , Column 1.
Results
The psychometric functions were orderly and wellbehaved for both age groups. As expected, infant psychometric functions were shallower than those of adults. The mean difference thresholds for red/black vs. green/ black and red/black vs. blue/black respectively were 8.3 and 11.5 in infants (b ¼ 12:4 and 17.1), and 2.1 and 2.2 in adults (b ¼ 3:1 and 3.3). Fig. 2 provides a summary of individual and group average null values. Null values for each individual subject in each condition are shown by the closed circles in Fig. 2 . The horizontal error bar through each point depicts the SE of the individual null value (se indiv ). The means of these SE (mean(se indiv )) for each condition are summarized in Table 1 , Column 2. Mean SE were 1.3 and 1.8 contrast ratio units for infants and 0.2 and 0.3 contrast ratio units for adults. On average, the SE of the individual null values are a factor of about 6 larger in infants than in adults, doubtless largely due to the infants' shallower psychometric functions.
Mean motion null values for each condition are shown with open circles in the small panels of Fig. 2 , and summarized in Table 1 , Column 3. For the red/ black vs. green/black condition, the mean motion null value is close to the value of 50 contrast ratio units predicted from V 10 ðkÞ. For the red/black vs. blue/black condition, the mean values are displaced from the predicted value of 50 to about 57 contrast ratio units (see Section 4). In relation to our stated goals, the most important feature of the mean null values is the striking similarity between infants and adults in each condition.
The small error bars around the upper open circles depict the standard errors of the mean null values Table 1 Summary of results Condition (1) Difference threshold (also listed in Table 1 , Column 3). These SE were 0.4 and 0.6 for infants, and 0.6 and 0.8 for adults. These values are remarkably small, especially for infant subjects, and speak to the potentially high accuracy of group mean isoluminance values estimated with motion nulling techniques. The larger error bars around the lower open circles in Fig. 2 depict the sample SD--the SD of the samples of null values (s total ). These values are summarized in Table 1 , Column 4. The sample SD are remarkably small--1.3 and 3.0 contrast ratio units for infants and 1.7 and 3.5 contrast ratio units for adults. The SD are slightly smaller for infants than for adults, but the age differences are not statistically reliable. For both age groups, s total is smaller for the red/black vs. green/black than for the red/black vs. blue/black condition. From the perspective of photometry, the interesting outcome is the small values of all of these sample SD, s total , which provide an upper limit to the range of true individual differences seen under these conditions. Split-half correlations for the four conditions are shown in Fig. 3 and summarized in Table 1 , Column 5. These graphs reveal the essence of the classical test theory formulation. Correlations near zero, like that for infants in the red/black vs. green/black condition, indicate that most of the variability in the sample arises from measurement error. Correlations near 1, like that in both cases for adults, indicate that most of the variability arises from true individual differences. And intermediate correlations, like that for infants in the red/ black vs. blue/black condition, reveal the influence of both factors.
One of these correlation values--for infants in the red/black vs. green/black conditions--is not useful for estimating s true because of its large SE (AE0.31). This large SE probably results from two factors: only 13 infants were tested, and the true correlation is near zero. In this case, we have used s total to provide an upper bound estimate of s true . In the other three conditions, the SE of split-half correlation values were small enough to be useful, and classical test theory was applied to estimate s true , the SD of true individual differences in each data set. The estimated values of s true are shown in Table  1 , Column 6. Note that for adults, the split-half correlations were so close to 1 that s true is equal to s total within rounding error.
The main results of the present experiments can now be summarized with respect to the three empirical goals listed in Section 1. First, under our conditions, the precision of estimation of individual motion null values is high, in infants as well as adults, with the SE of individual null values spanning only 1.3-1.8 contrast ratio units in infants and 0.2-0.3 contrast ratio units in adults. This precision allows us to obtain disciplined estimates of the total variability in both age groups; at both ages, sample SD are no more than 3-3.5 contrast ratio units (6-7% in contrast difference terms). Second, as previously reported, infant mean motion null values are highly similar to those of adults. Infant/adult differences in both the red/black vs. green/black and red/ black vs. blue/black conditions are less than two contrast ratio units, and neither of the two differences is statistically reliable.
And third, test-retest correlations are high in adults but only low to moderate in infants. Thus, in adults most of the total observed variability can be attributed to individual differences, but in infants much of the total observed variability must still be attributed to measurement error. Nonetheless, the total observed variability is remarkably small, so that even if all of the total observed variability were attributed to true individual differences, the total magnitude of true individual differences--no more than 3-3.5 contrast ratio units--remains small in infants as well as adults.
Discussion
Five topics will be treated in this section. First, we summarize our strategy for minimizing and characterizing measurement error. Second, we return to the question of approximating individual infant motion null values with adult means, and introduce a statistical criterion for specifying the magnitude of allowable individual differences among infants in this paradigm. Third, we examine the physiological mechanisms underlying individual and group differences in motion null values. Fourth, in the light of the broad range of potential causes of individual differences, we evaluate the practical risks involved in using mean adult isoluminance values to approximate individual infant values. And finally, we offer a comment on the use of within-vs. between-subject designs in infant vision testing.
Minimization and characterization of measurement error
We were able to minimize the SE of the individual null values in the present experiments by taking several steps. First and most important, since any SE decreases as the square root of the number of trials, we undertook to run as many trials as possible on each infant within one week. In most cases more than 300 trials per infant psychometric function were obtained. Second, we used a motion nulling paradigm, in which psychometric functions span the whole range from near 0% to near 100%. In contrast, in forced-choice techniques such as forcedchoice preferential looking (FPL), psychometric functions span only the range from 50% to 100%. For this reason, the use of motion nulling decreases the measurement error over any related forced-choice technique by approximately a factor of two (McKee et al., 1985; Chien et al., 2000) . And third, for infant subjects, extensive pilot studies were used in order to situate the stimuli on the rising slope of the psychometric function, rather than wasting them on the asymptotes.
In addition, the skill of the person who is observing the infants' behavior also helps to keep psychometric functions as steep as possible. The observer who collected the present data has three years of intensive experience testing infants, and is highly skilled. The quality of her data is attested to by the fact that her mean performance was 99% for the easy trials in these experiments. By raising the precision of estimation as explained above, we have been able to obtain the smallest SE yet reported in infant individual isoluminance estimates.
The small individual differences observed in the present paper influence the interpretation of the large sample SD reported by Bieber et al. (1995) . Assuming that true individual differences in photometric match values should be similar across photometric techniques, it seems likely that most of the variability seen by Bieber et al. is due to measurement error, and the sample SD of true individual infant isoluminance values are probably much smaller than the total sample SD observed. The same can be said of the variability among infant subjects seen throughout most of the infant vision literature.
How small is small?
We now return to the larger purpose of this project: to determine whether or not mean adult isoluminance values provide a sufficient approximation to infant values for use in studies of infant color vision. We argued above that the answer can be affirmative only if two conditions hold: if the mean isoluminance values of infants are close to the mean values of adults, and if true individual differences among infants are small. In this section we address the question, in principle, how small is small?
We address this issue in the context of the paradigm introduced by Peeples and Teller (1975) for testing infant color vision. In the Peeples and Teller experiment, a white or chromatic test field is embedded in a white surround. As shown in Fig. 4 , the luminance of the test field is varied, using several values both above and below the mean adult isoluminance value, A, between the test field and the surround. We assume for convenience that the mean infant isoluminance value also falls at A. In this paradigm, when both test field and surround are white, the observer's percent correct must trace out a U-shaped luminance discrimination function. Four possible luminance discrimination functions of different widths are shown schematically in Fig. 4A-D .
When a chromatic test field is used, an infant without color vision will still produce the same U-shaped function, but with its minimum shifted along the abscissa to coincide with the isoluminance point between test field and surround for the individual infant, as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 4A-D . We assume for convenience that the U-shaped functions are adequately approximated by inverted normal probability density functions. (An infant with color vision (not shown) can do well at all luminance values, including the infant's isoluminance point. The purpose of the experiment is to discriminate between a U-shaped function that suggests the absence of color vision and a high and relatively flat function that signals the presence of color vision.)
In the present context, two parameters influence the acceptable size of infant individual differences. The first is the infant's difference threshold, T 75 --the difference in luminance between test field and surround that leads to a score of 75% correct. The four panels of Fig. 4 show U-shaped functions with four different values of T 75 .
The second parameter is the variability of isoluminance values among infant subjects, as described by the estimated SD of true infant isoluminance values, s true . A constant hypothetical value of s true is marked on all four of the abscissae in Fig. 4 . The dashed lines in Fig. 4 show predictions for an infant whose isoluminance value falls at þ2s true . Assuming for convenience that infant isoluminance values are normally distributed, the nulls for about 2.5% of all infants will fall above þ2s true , and another 2.5% will fall below À2s true , for a total of about 5% of the nulls falling more than 2s true from the adult isoluminance value A. For a displacement of 2s true , the expected percent correct at A--the percent correct expected on the basis of a luminance artifact--is given by the vertical line y 5 in each panel of Fig. 4 . For the 5% of infants with larger displacements of isoluminance, the expected percent correct based on the luminance artifact will be larger than the values of y 5 shown.
We here argue that the value T 75 =s true --the ratio between the difference threshold and the SD of infant isoluminance values--is the critical variable in using adult isoluminance values in infant color testing. Panels A-D of Fig. 4 show T 75 =s true ratios of 5, 2, 1, and 0.5 respectively. The larger this ratio, the smaller the value of y 5 for any given infant at the adult isoluminance value. Thus, the smaller will be the expected observer's percent correct in response to the luminance difference alone; and the smaller the risk of erroneously concluding that the infant can make a chromatic discrimination when he or she is only responding to a luminance artifact. Table 2 shows expected values of y 5 for each of the four T 75 =s true ratios. Also shown are expected values of y 32 : values of y for the 32% of infants whose isoluminance values fall more than s true (rather than 2s true ) from A. We would argue that for a T 75 =s true ratio of 5, the expected luminance artifacts are small enough to pose an acceptable risk, whereas for a ratio of 1, the risk is too large. In-between values of the T 75 =s true ratio will yield intermediate risk factors.
To be useful in practice, the above arguments require that estimates of T 75 and s true be available. Unfortunately T 75 will vary with the choice of stimulus parameters (e.g. Packer, Hartmann, & Teller, 1984) . T 75 can be as small as a 10% luminance change for a set of four 14 Â 2 deg bars (Peeples & Teller, 1975) , or 5-10% contrast for Fig. 4 . Analysis of the effects of individual differences in the context of the Peeples and Teller (1975) chromatic discrimination paradigm. In each panel, the abscissa shows the log relative luminance of a white or chromatic test field embedded in a white surround. A on the abscissa shows the mean adult isoluminance value (also assumed for convenience to be the mean infant isoluminance value). The ordinate shows the observer's percent correct in a FPL task. The solid U-shaped curve represents the infant's luminance discrimination function for the white test field. The horizontal arrow T 75 shows the infant's difference threshold--the luminance difference required for 75% correct performance--and characterizes the width of the U. The interval s true on the abscissa represents the SD of individual infant isoluminance values. The dashed U-shaped curve shows a luminance discrimination function for a chromatic test stimulus, displaced rightward from A by 2s true . Panels A, B, C and D show T 75 =s true ratios of 5, 2, 1, and 0.5 respectively. The T 75 =s true ratio determines y 5 , the magnitude of the luminance artifact introduced by testing the infant at A rather than at the infant's individual isoluminance value, given a displacement of the luminance discrimination function by 2s true . See text for elaboration. (Dobkins et al., 1997) , but these values are larger for other choices of stimulus parameters. Similarly, s true will vary with the particular choice of chromatic stimuli and the primaries used to generate them. Based on the present data, s true is about 1.5 contrast ratio units for our red/green stimuli, and 3 contrast ratio units for our red/blue stimuli (see Table  1 ). For stimuli created on a video monitor, it seems likely that these values span the likely range of values of s true . For experiments that use the same video primaries used in the present experiments, the present data allow an estimate of the probable T 75 =s true ratio. For example, suppose one setup the Peeples and Teller paradigm on a video monitor, using a red video primary and a video white metameric to equal energy white. In that case, an s true of 1.5 contrast ratio units (observed in the present experiment) translates into a change in luminance contrast of about 4% (unpublished calculations). In the original Peeples and Teller experiment, the observed values of T 75 were about 10-20%. Thus, the T 75 =s true ratio for the video-based experiment would be between 2.5 and 5--marginally to acceptably large.
In more general terms, the present data are only a first step toward the general specification of s true . A limitation of the present data is that values of s true are specified in units of contrast ratio specific to the video primaries. There is no general formula for translating from contrast ratio units with video primaries to log relative luminance with narrow-band primaries. Such a conversion requires a general theory of individual differences in isoluminance values (see next section). On the other hand, the present data suggest that s true is remarkably similar in infants and adults, at least within the video gamut. In consequence, if new estimates of infant s true are needed, a sample of adult subjects could be used to provide an estimate of s true for both age groups.
Physiological mechanisms
We now turn briefly to the question of physiological mechanisms. At least seven factors have been identified as potential contributors to group and/or individual differences in isoluminance values (Rushton & Baker, 1964; Smith & Pokorny, 1995; Teller & Lindsey, 1993; Bieber, Kraft, & Werner, 1998) . Three of these potential sources apply to stimuli confined to the mid-to longwavelength region of the spectrum: variations in the L=M cone ratio--the ratio of numbers (or weightings) of long-wavelength-sensitive (L) to mid-wavelength sensitive (M) cones; variations in cone pigment density; and variations in cone spectral sensitivities (i.e. cone pigment polymorphisms). For stimuli that include short wavelengths, there are four additional factors: variations in lens pigment density, macular pigment density, and S cone and rod contributions to luminance. Obviously, the present data do not have sufficient power to sort out the contributions of all seven of these sources of variation, but two comments can be made.
The first comment concerns the expectation of age differences in group mean null values for the red/black vs. blue/black condition. There have been several earlier reports that lens pigment density is reduced in infants compared to adults (Van Norren & Vos, 1974; Werner, 1982; Hansen & Fulton, 1989; Bieber et al., 1995; Dobson, 1976; Moscowitz-Cook, 1979; cf. Weale, 1988 ; but also cf. Powers, Schneck, & Teller, 1981; Peeples & Teller, 1978) . One might therefore expect to see an age difference in the red/black vs. blue/black condition. In the present study, this age difference is small and not statistically reliable, and is in the wrong direction to be caused by the expected reduction of lens pigment density in infants. Thus our data are consistent with infant lens pigment densities closer to the adult value than those previously reported in the infancy literature.
Several authors have also suggested that there are age-related changes in the shape of the lens pigment density curve (Werner, 1982; Weale, 1988; Pokorny, Smith, & Lutze, 1989; Xu, Pokorny, & Smith, 1997) . That is, the overall spectral density of the human lens may result from a combination of two pigment components. The first component has a spectral density curve that is highest around 460 nm, and falls gradually with increasing wavelength throughout most of the visible spectrum. The density of this pigment is hypothesized to increase with age during adulthood, and to cause the changes in spectral sensitivity seen throughout the adult age range. It may, however, change relatively little between infancy and young adulthood. The second component has a spectral density curve that is maximal near 360 nm, and falls steeply to zero by about 430 nm. It is hypothesized to increase in density with lens growth, and should therefore produce changes in spectral density over the course of infancy and childhood.
These observations provide a means of reconciling the earlier reports of age changes in lens density with the present data in which no such changes are seen. It seems likely that the earlier measurements of spectral sensitivity, taken with 400 nm light, would be most sensitive to changes in the second component, and show marked differences between infants and young adults. In contrast, measurements like those of the present study, taken with a wavelength band centered around 450 nm, would be most sensitive to changes in the first component, and therefore should be rather stable between infancy and young adulthood.
The second comment concerns deviations of mean null values from the predictions based on V 10 ðkÞ in the red/black vs. blue/black condition. A plausible account of these shifts can be based on a small contribution of rod-initiated signals to luminance, and/or a diminished influence of macular pigment, for the very large test fields used in the present study.
Can mean adult isoluminance values provide an adequate approximation to isoluminance values for individual infants?
We now return to the central question of the present paper: can mean adult isoluminance values be used as adequate estimates of individual infant isoluminance values? The main thrust of the present data is to argue that under the right circumstances this practice is probably relatively safe, because true individual differences among infant subjects are small when measurement error is minimized. However, five cautions are in order.
First, as stated above, our stimuli were confined to the color gamut of a standard color video system. Caution should be used in generalizing to stimulus patterns that include narrow-band stimuli. This is particularly true for very short wavelengths, because of the differences in lens density between infancy and adulthood.
Second, the legitimacy of using mean adult isoluminance values is strengthened by the observation that infant and adult mean motion nulls are highly similar across the scotopic, mesopic and photopic ranges (Chien et al., 2000) . However, there still remains a range of variables that are known to influence adult isoluminance values, including spatial and temporal frequency (Cavanagh et al., 1987) , test field size (Lennie, Pokorny, & Smith, 1993) and chromatic adaptation (Eisner & MacLeod, 1981) , that have not been explored in infant subjects. Continuing studies of the agreement between infant and adult isoluminance values across a broader range of stimulus conditions would be of value.
Third, the legitimacy of using in situ adult isoluminance values does not imply the legitimacy of using any particular standard adult values such as V ðkÞ or V 10 ðkÞ. For stimuli from the mid-to long-wavelength region of the spectrum, there is good agreement between the predictions from V ðkÞ, V 10 ðkÞ, and the in situ adult null values. Thus, use of standard values is probably acceptable, although in situ adult matches would be safer. But when short wavelength and/or low luminance stimuli are included, the in situ motion nulls of both infants and adults differ markedly from both V ðkÞ and V 10 ðkÞ (cf. Chien et al., 2000) . Clearly in situ isoluminance values would be necessary in these cases.
Fourth, of course, the luminosity functions of colordeficient infants would differ from those of a standard adult. This problem can be partially but not entirely solved by selecting infants with an absence of reports of color deficiency in the genetically relevant relatives.
And fifth, special attention should be paid to the quantitative analysis of the T 75 =s true ratio developed above. This argument relies heavily on the flatness of infant luminance discrimination functions (and infant psychometric functions in general), as reported in the infant vision literature. If luminance discrimination functions turn out to be markedly steeper in other experimental paradigms or at other ages, the adult luminance match would provide a detectable luminance artifact for increasing numbers of infants. Adult subjects can be taken as a case in point (cf. Fig. 4D ). For adults, T 75 can be on the order of 1% contrast or less, whereas the value of s true is about the same as that of infants. Thus the T 75 =s true ratio is much smaller in adults than it is in infants; and clearly the mean adult isoluminance value does not provide a sufficient approximation to individual adults' isoluminance values (cf. Fig. 2 ). As acknowledged in much of the adult isoluminance literature, it will usually be necessary to use individually determined isoluminance values for adults. Similarly, the validity of using adult isoluminance values to approximate infant values should be reexamined in any case in which infant luminance discrimination functions turn out to be steep.
In sum, individual researchers may choose to test infants only at the adult isoluminance value in studies of infant color vision. If so, it will be important to argue quantitatively that the T 75 =s true ratio is sufficiently large to justify this decision, given their particular choice of stimuli and experimental paradigm.
Within-vs. between-subject designs in infancy research
Finally, we offer a comment on the relative merits of within-vs. between-infant experimental designs. Among infancy researchers, it is often assumed that withininfant designs are superior to between-infant designs, on the basis that the within-infant design factors out individual differences. However, unless individual differences themselves are the question at issue, within-infant designs are advantageous only when the magnitude of individual differences is similar to or larger than the magnitude of measurement error. As the test-retest correlations in the present study make clear, if measurement error is the larger source of variability it will swamp individual differences and obviate the usefulness of within-subject designs. Moreover, the greater the number of conditions tested within each infant, the smaller the number of trials per condition, and therefore the larger the measurement error. When the total number of trials per subject is severely limited as it is in infants, between-subject designs should be given serious consideration, because larger numbers of trials per condition per infant can be collected. In any case, a claim of an advantage for a within-subject design needs to be backed up with an analysis of test-retest correlations, to show that true individual differences are large enough to dominate the observed variability.
